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INTRODUCTION 
flexTracker reports shipping tracking information to your customers.  By collecting simple order 
status information (orderID, tracking number) from your Order Management System (OMS), 
flexTracker provides a comprehensive order status to your customer listing carrier information, 
tracking number, estimated arrival dates, and the package tracking path.  
 

 
Figure 1: The flexTracker page layout 
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THE SETUP 

FLEXTRACKER ACCOUNT  
In order to use flexTracker, you will need the following information: 

● A merchant (brand) ID 
● If using our API to integrate with our eCommerce system, API connection keys.  

 
When you sign up for flexTracker, the flexEngage team provides this information to you. 

TRANSACTIONAL STATUS MESSAGE DELIVERY SETUP 
Part of the flexTracker process is to interact with the OMS to get the transactional status messages 
so flexTracker can report accurate order status and tracking information.  The process for setting up 
the interaction will vary depending upon how the transactional messages are handled by the OMS. 
 

Event Notification Message Requirements 
flexTracker requires two event notifications to be sent: 

● Event when the order has been created - In your OMS, this could be called the “order 
created” or “order confirmation” message.  This is needed to initiate the flexTracker setup so 
for split shipments, the customer can better see which items actually shipped and which 
items are still waiting to be shipped. 

● Event when the shipment is complete - in your OMS, this could be called the “ship 
complete” or “ship confirmation” message. If your OMS sends multiple ship confirmation 
message for each shipment (ex: a split shipment scenario), the OMS can send the multiple 
ship confirmation messages since flexTracker supports that. 
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If Your OMS Sends Transactional Messages 
to a Queue or Server 

If Your OMS Supports API Interaction to Get 
Transactional Statuses (Recommended 
integration method) 

● flexEngage will need to collect the 
message formats and format dictionary 
from you 

● flexEngage will configure a message 
publishing mechanism based on how 
the OMS publishes the transactional 
messages. See Appendix 1: Message 
Publishing Mechanisms for the different 
message delivery methods that we 
support. 

● If flexTracker needs to call the OMS 
API, flexEngage will need to get the 
OMS API documentation and 
credentials to connect to the API from 
you. 

● If the OMS will call the flexEngage 
APIs, flexEngage will provide the API 
documentation and connection 
credentials to your OMS development 
team. 



 
In order to take advantage of flexTracker’s status reporting capabilities, we recommend sending all 
the event notifications to flexEngage, including order and item cancellations and backorder status 
updates so the information can be accurately reflected on the flexTracker page. 
 
The event notification messages must contain the following information: 

● Event when the order has been created 
○ The order ID, particularly the ID that is supplied to the customer  to reference one’s 

order 
○ The line items associated with the order, particularly: Item ID, Name, Quantity, 

Description 
● Event when the shipment is complete 

○ The order ID, particularly the ID that is supplied to the customer to reference one’s 
order 

○ The shipment information, particularly: Carrier, Shipped Quantity, and Tracking 
Number 

○ The line items associated with the order that have shipped, particularly: Item ID, 
Name, Quantity, Description 

PAGE CREATION 
You will need to add the flexTracker link on the media where you want your customers and/or your 
customer service team to be able to track the order information, such as:  emails, text messages, 
and the website. 
 
During the onboarding process, flexEngage will work with your ecommerce, marketing and/or store 
operations team on customized page branding, including content and appearance.  Once the 
customized page layouts are created, flexEngage will provide you with the layout (“template”) 
name(s) so you can include the information in the flexTracker URL 

LINK TO FLEXTRACKER 
You will need to add the flexTracker link on the media where you want your customers and/or your 
customer service team to be able to track the order information, such as:  emails, text messages, 
and the website. 
 
flexTracker Link Information 
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Test  https://gateway.flexengage-test.com/orders/merchantID/orderID?templateName=t
emplateName 

Production  https://gateway.flexengage.com/orders/merchantID/orderID?templateName=templ
ateName 



 
 
Variables 

● merchantID - The Merchant ID account provided to you from flexEngage  
● orderID - The order ID used by your system to keep track of the customer order 
● templateName - The template name for your designed flexTracker page provided to you from 

flexEngage 
 
Additional URL Parameters 
 

 
 
Examples 
Below are a few examples of building the flexTracker links for a merchant.  In our example, we will 
be using examples for a merchant called Fred’s Discount City, who was assigned merchant ID 
FDC-01-12345 and a template named FDC_TEMPLATE, and we will be building a tracking link for 
order 12345. 
 
The simplest example to list all tracking information for an order is: 
 

 
You may want to have a particular look (template) for the “top level” order tracking information and 
a particular look (template) for an individual tracking information.  This example illustrates how to 
reference a different template (in our example, NEWTEMPLATE) and an individual tracking number. 
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Parameter Name  Value Type  Required/Optional  Description 

trackingId  String  Optional  By default, flexTracker 
lists all the tracking 
information.  If you 
want to display 
information for only 
one tracking number, 
add the shipment 
trackingId parameter 
to the URL.  

Test  https://gateway.flexengage-test.com/orders/FDC-01-12345/12345?templateN
ame=FDC_TEMPLATE 

Production  https://gateway.flexengage.com/orders/FDC-01-12345/12345?templateName
=FDC_TEMPLATE 
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Test  https://gateway.flexengage-test.com/orders/FDC-01-12345/12345?templateN
ame=NEWTEMPLATE&trackingId=USPS12345678 

Production  https://gateway.flexengage.com/orders/FDC-01-12345/12345?templateName
=NEWTEMPLATE&trackingId=USPS12345678 



 

APPENDIX 1: MESSAGE PUBLISHING MECHANISMS 

METHOD 1: DIRECT API INTEGRATION (RECOMMENDED) 
flexEngage has made an API available to customers who want to directly integrate with our 
eCommerce systems directly through the OMS.   This is our recommended method since this reduces 
the number of points of failure (compared with the other integration methods) and it allows you to 
send messages to flexEngage in nearly real time.   Your flexEngage technical contact will provide you 
with documentation to our eCommerce Notification API.  You can also access the API documentation 
from our support site at https://www.flexengage.com/support. 

METHOD 2: SFTP 
This method is the easiest to configure.   However, this process will add time to the integration 
schedule since this will require the flexEngage technical team to do additional work to be able to 
interpret and convert the messages sent by the OMS to the flexEngage format.   There are two ways 
to publish the methods to SFTP. 

1. Send to our SFTP Server 
If you will be sending the transactional messages to flexEngage’s SFTP server, you will need 
to create a public key and send it to flexEngage.  flexEngage will then configure the SFTP 
server and send you the connectivity information and location for your OMS to send 
messages.  
 

2. flexEngage connects to your SFTP Server 
If you already have an SFTP server that flexEngage can connect to for the messages, you will 
need to supply credentials and information on where to find the messages to flexEngage so 
we can configure our system. 

METHOD 2: MESSAGE QUEUES 
flexEngage can support connecting to the message queue that your Order Management System 
(OMS) is using.  This process will add time to the integration schedule since this will require the 
flexEngage technical team to do additional work to be able to interpret and convert the messages 
sent by the OMS to the flexEngage format. If your OMS does not have a message queue mechanism, 
flexEngage can set up a queue for you. 

1. Your OMS has a message queue mechanism (such as RabbitMQ, MQSeries, or Amazon 
SQS) 
You will need to supply the connectivity and queue information to flexEngage so we can 
configure our system. 
 

2. Your OMS does not have a message queue mechanism 
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flexEngage can create a queue in Amazon SQS that you can use for the messages. 
flexEngage will send connectivity and queue information.  This is the least recommended 
method since this requires the most lift for both the merchant and the flexEngage 
development team.   
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APPENDIX 2: FLEXTRACKER EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 
The flexTracker product has an add-on feature that can send shipment status notification updates to 
your customers.  This section is relevant if you have purchased this additional add-on. 

SUPPORTED NOTIFICATIONS 
By default, flexTracker Notifications supports the following status messages: 
 

 
The notifications that get sent to the customers can be configured based on the business needs. 
For example, if you are only interested in sending notifications letting the customer know when the 
order is out for delivery and when it was delivered, flexTracker Notifications can be configured to 
only send emails for those two shipment statuses. 

NOTIFICATION FAQ 
I got a shipment notification from UPS/FedEx/Other Carrier, but I didn't get the message from 
flexTracker yet. Why is that? 
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Status  Description 

Pre-transit  This status represents “picked and packed”, which is where the product 
is packed at the distribution center or store, and the location is waiting 
for the carrier to pick it up. 

In transit  This status indicates that the shipment is currently in transit, or shipping 
from the original location to the local carrier hub (for the destination 
address). 

Out of delivery  This status indicates that the shipment has left the local carrier hub and 
it’s on the way to the destination address. 

Delivered  This status indicates that the shipment has arrived at the destination 
address. 

Available for PIckup  This status indicates that the shipment is at the local carrier hub and the 
customer can go to the hub and pick up the shipment. 

Return to Sender  This status indicates that the order couldn’t be delivered for some 
reason, and the package is getting sent back to the merchant. 

Cancelled  This status indicates that the shipment has been cancelled. 



 
How flexTracker works is we need to wait for the notification from the carrier before we can start 
sending notifications. The reason why you may see a lag between the message from the carrier and 
the message from flexEngage is the carrier puts a limit on when 3rd party applications (such as 
flexTracker) can get shipment alerts. So the flexTracker message may come after the shipment 
notification sent by the carrier's service. 
 
I got all the shipment notifications but I didn't get the "out for delivery" message. What 
happened? 
If the shipment is using the carrier service where the works with USPS to deliver the package (such 
as UPS SurePost and FedEx SmartPost), the "out for delivery" message will not be sent because the 
carrier does not get an alert from USPS when the package is out for delivery - only when the package 
has been delivered.  Since the carrier doesn't get the "out for delivery" message, we won't receive 
that message from the carrier, so we won't be able to send that particular message. 
 
My shipment notification from UPS/FedEx/Other Carrier says that the product has shipped, 
but according to this email from flexEngage, it says that it was "picked and packed". Why is 
that? 
flexEngage reports on the exact shipment status that it receives from the carrier, while the carrier's 
notification service (such as UPS MyChoice and FedEx Delivery Manager) will send a generic "your 
item has been shipped" message. 
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